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TRUCK SCALES I Beam - Ramp / Pit

TARALSA

Ramp Type I Beam Truck Scales

Pit Type I Beam Truck Scales

 Taralsa I beam column type vehicle weighbridge series me-
chanical parts are manufactured in light of R&D/Design work 
done by our company with the principle of using advanced 
technology and quality workmanship by our professional team.

 The column type vehicle weighbridge series is presented to 
our customers whilst keeping quality at the forefront by con-
stantly following new technologies for dependable and accu-
rate measurements based on high precision within our system-
ac structure.

 We present you our column type vehicle weighbridge series 
with their minimum cost of maintenance, durable structure, 
broad service network, structure made up of standard compo-
nents with no spare part problems together with soware that 
has east menus and fast processing performance which allows 
for an easy user experience.

Scale Length
8 - 24 meter

Scale Width
3 meter

Capacity
60 - 120 ton
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Column Type Weighing System

High Weighing Accuracy

Long Lasng

Widespread Service Network

Quality Service Aer Sell

Minimum Maintenance Cost
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TRUCK SCALES I Beam - Ramp / Pit

TARALSA

B2 Series Terminal
LCD Screen

Dot Matrix Printer

Stainless Stel Juncon Box
Juncon Box Card

C4 Class Stainless Steel Loadcells
Loadcell Mounng Kit

Steel Weighing Plaorm

Opos;
       - OPOS (Automac Plate Idenfying System)
       - Traffic Light
       - Opcal Barrier
       - External Display
       - VMS
             - Ex-Proof
       - Camera
       - RF-ID Reader

 I-Type beam system plaorm will ve special produced in the norm of beam IPE series DIN 1025 norm. Plaorm 
carring capacity is 50% more than the nominal capacity. With plaorm roof coang plate 10mm. ST37 A1 quality 
and helper carrier (the track) origin (gas shielded welding) merge is carried out. Plaorm color carmine red (RAL 
3002) and plaee color (RAL 7034).

 B2TX is a device that you can perform your weighing applicaons with high soware funconality in approved 
weight indicator (B2) and an operang system that is running your applicaon (Android). To use the device it is 
enough to connect keyboard, mouse, monitor and printer.

  Loadcels used in systemenables to work in difficult condions for many years and used in the petroleum and 
chemical industries (ATEX versions) with OIML R60 C Class cerfied, 3000/4000 division, stainless steel structure, 
IP69K (EN 60529) protecon class.

  By means of stainless steel juncon box structure and board potenometer providing long-lasng protecon 
adjustable plaorm corner scale, cerfied protecon, resistant to moisture and dust, silicone juncon point, 10 
loadcell connecon facilies during vehicle’s maneuver on weighbridge there are steel-based installaon acces-
sories on leadcells for shock movement of trucks in entrance and exit. Assembly units work as a suspension and 
buffering to eliminate thermal expansion, unsteady weight and misalignment.
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3x8
3x9
3x12
3x14
3x14
3x16
33x16
3x16
3x18
3x18
3x18
3x18
3x20
33x20
3x20
3x22
3x22
3x22
3x24
3x24
33x24

60 ton
60 ton
60 ton
60 ton
80 ton
60 ton
8080 ton
100 ton
60 ton
80 ton
100 ton
120 ton
80 ton
100100 ton
120 ton
80 ton
100 ton
120 ton
80 ton
100 ton
120120 ton

400 kg
400 kg
400 kg
400 kg
1000 kg
400 kg
10001000 kg
1000 kg
400 kg
1000 kg
1000 kg
1000 kg
1000 kg
10001000 kg
1000 kg
1000 kg
1000 kg
1000 kg
1000 kg
1000 kg
10001000 kg

20 kg
20 kg
20 kg
20 kg
50 kg
20 kg
5050 kg
50 kg
20 kg
50 kg
50 kg
50 kg
50 kg
5050 kg
50 kg
50 kg
50 kg
50 kg
50 kg
50 kg
5050 kg

4
4
6
6
6
8
88
8
8
8
8
8
10
1010
10
10
10
10
10
10
1010

I Beam

LoadcellDivision
Min.
Capacity

Max.
CapacitySizeModel
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TRUCK SCALES V Beam - Ramp / Pit

TARALSA

Ramp Type Modular Truck Scales

Pit Type Modular Truck Scales

 Taralsa column type vehicle weighbridge series mechanical 
parts are manufactured in light of R&D/Design work done by 
our company with the principle of using advanced technology 
and quality workmanship by our professional team.

  The modular type vehicle weighbridge series is presented to 
our customers whilst keeping quality at the forefront by con-
stantly following new technologies for dependable and accu-
rate measurements based on high precision within our system-
ac structure.

 We present you our modular type vehicle weighbridge series 
with their minimum cost of maintenance, durable structure, 
broad service network, structure made up of standard compo-
nents with no spare part problems together with soware that 
has east menus and fast processing performance which allows 
for an easy user experience.

Scale Length
8 - 24 meter

Scale Width
3 meter

Capacity
60 - 120 ton
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Modular Type Weighing System

High Weighing Accuracy

Long Lasng

Widespread Service Network

Quality Service Aer Sell

Minimum Maintenance Cost
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TRUCK SCALES V Beam - Ramp / Pit

TARALSA

B2 Series Terminal
LCD Screen

Dot Matrix Printer

Stainless Stel Juncon Box
Juncon Box Card

C4 Class Stainless Steel Loadcells
Loadcell Mounng Kit

Steel Weighing Plaorm

Opos;
       - OPOS (Automac Plate Idenfying System)
       - Traffic Light
       - Opcal Barrier
       - External Display
       - VMS
             - Ex-Proof
       - Camera
       - RF-ID Reader

 The truss beam of the plaorm shall be custom manufactured V type. The bearing capacity of the plaorm is 
%30 higher than it’s nominal capacity. The topping plate of the plaorm is to be 10mm and 8mm St37 A1 quality 
flat plate. The topping plate connecons to the bended plate traverses shall be welded (gas metal). The plaorm 
is to have one undercoat and two coats of paint over it. Our establishment’s standard paint color is carmen red 
(Ral 3002) and (Ral 7034).

  B2TX is a device that you can perform your weighing applicaons with high soware funconality in approved 
weight indicator (B2) and an operang system that is running your applicaon (Android). To use the device it is 
enough to connect keyboard, mouse, monitor and printer.

 Loadcels used in systemenables to work in difficult condions for many years and used in the petroleum and 
chemical industries (ATEX versions) with OIML R60 C Class cerfied, 3000/4000 division, stainless steel structure, 
IP69K (EN 60529) protecon class.

  By means of stainless steel juncon box structure and board potenometer providing long-lasng protecon 
adjustable plaorm corner scale, cerfied protecon, resistant to moisture and dust, silicone juncon point, 10 
loadcell connecon facilies during vehicle’s maneuver on weighbridge there are steel-based installaon acces-
sories on leadcells for shock movement of trucks in entrance and exit. Assembly units work as a suspension and 
buffering to eliminate thermal expansion, unsteady weight and misalignment.
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3x8
3x9
3x12
3x14
3x14
3x16
33x16
3x16
3x18
3x18
3x18
3x18
3x20
33x20
3x20
3x22
3x22
3x22
3x24
3x24
33x24

60 ton
60 ton
60 ton
60 ton
80 ton
60 ton
8080 ton
100 ton
60 ton
80 ton
100 ton
120 ton
80 ton
100100 ton
120 ton
80 ton
100 ton
120 ton
80 ton
100 ton
120120 ton

400 kg
400 kg
400 kg
400 kg
1000 kg
400 kg
10001000 kg
1000 kg
400 kg
1000 kg
1000 kg
1000 kg
1000 kg
10001000 kg
1000 kg
1000 kg
1000 kg
1000 kg
1000 kg
1000 kg
10001000 kg

20 kg
20 kg
20 kg
20 kg
50 kg
20 kg
5050 kg
50 kg
20 kg
50 kg
50 kg
50 kg
50 kg
5050 kg
50 kg
50 kg
50 kg
50 kg
50 kg
50 kg
5050 kg

6
6
6
8
8
8
88
8
8
8
8
8
10
1010
10
10
10
10
10
10
1010

V Kiriş

LoadcellDivision
Min.
Capacity

Max.
CapacitySizeModel
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TRUCK SCALES TRAIN SCALES

TARALSA

 Electronic wagon scales are designed and manufactured for scalling the load wagons up to the fea-
tures of rails and connecons in addion to wagons features as well. Scales serve without ant defect 
or troubles for many years with their stable strength structure, durability and high performance even 
under heavy condions.
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 Electronic wagon scales are designed and manufactured with single or double hopper up to the 
features of installaon area and railway for the different length of wagons and for the different types 
of wagons. On the scales with two hopper; it’s possible to scale separately for each hopper as well as 
both of them at the same me for long wagons.
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SOLUTIONS
OPOS

Automac Plate Idenfying System 

TARALSA

 B2TX weighing terminal is compliance with industrial condions provided by the Android operaon enables 
system to work for many years. With integrated ANPR number plate reading camera and integraon of the An-
droid operan system and be in advance of oter company’s auromac number plate soluon in sector and with 
certainly the structure that does not allow the system to malfuncon by user erros it enables to safety at first 
OPOS and integraon B2TX: not to accurance of Windows operang system and users faulty and unstop during 
lifespan of system solid structure does not suffer the loss of data which, eliminates the possibility of your hesita-
on. 

 OPOS, vehicles running through single or dual plate reading camera detects vehicles over weighbridge. Detect-
ed license vehicles plates; date/ me , camera and ID plate are stored in the database with B2TX The latest 
number plate read by the system queried the database B2TX determines the vehicle weighing input mode for 1 
or 2. Weighing photographs of registraon vehicles which are weighted by OPOS stored in memory of B2TX.

 Dokumant prinng can be accomplished via 
accesing photo weighing informaon thanks 
to web interface. Documants as a PDF format 
of different office programs can be stored in 
the local computer. With high sensivity of 
plate reading camera and plate reading per-
formance at %95 and funconality of B2TX 
OPOS pOPOS provide convenience to our users.

%95
Plate Reading Accuracy

Image Record of Car

Advanced Reporng System

Mul-Country Plate Reading Support

Plate Reading Single
aand Double Direcon
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Automac Weighbridge System

TARALSA is a trademark of

Opons

Traffic Light

Opcal Barrier

Opcal Sensors

Vehicle Counng Detector

IP Cameras

VVMS Message System

Field Printer

RF-ID Reader

 Many advantages will be obtained because of automac weighing scale of Taralsa brand for company which has mass weighing equip-
ment in usage. It is provided that automac idenficaon of vehicles through system and cket operaons without the need of any operator. 
Because the system does not need to any operator that provides to save me. It will shorten the waing me of vehicles as a result fuel 
saving will be achieved because of not to have operator system eliminates some errors. The system offers integraon with different soware 
in the factory.

  To idenficate vehicles automacly Automac Number Plate Reading System and RFID tag and contactless systems are used. Automac 
vehicle scale system can be used in Android and the Windows operang system.

  Thorough B2TX Weighing Terminal which contains the Android operang system host without any need of any addional soware, only 
oponal equipment and plate reading cameras or RFID tags and readers the system can be automac. While fulfilling funcons of automac 
weighing terminal B2TX with remote mode weighted vehicle which is another locaon or computer in network report can be seen and ob-
tained. In addion, with help of the cameras in system in order to ensure safety of weighing scales and vehicle camera images stored in B2TX 
terminal memory thanks to remote mode in which is used internet connecon.
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SOLUTION
WEIGHT AND DIMENSION

CONTROL SYSTEM WITH PRIOR NOTICE

TARALSA

 The system aims to have regular and legal transportaon at proper weight and dimensions for high 
weight vehicles like lorries, tow-trucks, tanker, buses, minibuses and vans by means of controls that 
will be made at modern staons constructed to different regions. System works with integraon to 
Public Authories’ informaon network structure.

  Weight and dimension control system with prior noce prevents specially deterioraon of roads, 
wear down of vehicles under over weights and traffic accidents depending on these situaons. Other 
important advantages are prevenon of unfair compe on and to encourage obeying of rules. In addi-
on to these, vehicles whose weights under are cric level are provided not to enter the control sta-
on and keep going so that the jam in road-side staons is resolved. This situaon prevents me wast-
ing of drivers and provides fuel savings.

 Moreover, for Municipalies, heavy vehicles coming from other cies that are over limits of weight 
and dimension can cause deterioraon of inner city roads, damaging of overpasses and traffic acci-
dents. These kinds of irregular vehicles will be prevented from entering the city by mounng this 
system to city entrances.

 SYSTEM COMPONENTS

- High Speed Weigh-in-Moon (HSWIM) Measurement Unit
- Low Speed Weigh-in-Moon (LSWIM) Measurement Unit
- Dimension Control Unit
- Camera Systems
- Plate Recognion System
- - Variable Message Systems
- Control Soware
- Core Hardware (Server, PCs, UPS, monitors and etc.)

WIM
Weigh-In-Moon

Weighing Staon

Plate Recognion

Axle Weighbridge

Dimension
Control Unit

Weight
Sensors

Loop
Sensors
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 High Speed Weigh in Moon System (Weighing at High Speed Travels)

 High speed weigh in moon system is generally used for prior noce of low speed weigh in moon 
system.

 HSWIM system is consisted of quartz weight sensors placed on the roads which have high stability 
and endurance, loop detectors, plate recognion systems, variable message systems and control 
cabinets.

  Axle and gross weights of heavy shipping vehicles are detected with high accuracy and summarily 
and weight and axle numbers/groups informaon of vehicles can be obtained by this system. So that 
vehicle types are classified and compared with legal weight limits correspond to those types.

  Vehicles that are detected as over weight limits in consequence of evaluaon are recorded by 
means of plate recognion and camera systems. For more sensive measurement, message of 
entrance to low speed weigh in moon staon placed at roadside is announced on variable message 
system. On the other hand, message of keep going by not entering to roadside staon is announced 
on variable message system for vehicles that are not over weight limits. So that by allowance of 
vehicles for keep going, vehicle jam in roadside staons are prevented. This situaon prevents 
drivers’ me wasng and provides fuel savings.

 Low Speed Weigh in Moon System

 Weighing system under low speed travel is used at public authories’ roadside control staons where high 
accuracy weight measurements are required. Prior noficaon system is the supporng structure to low speed 
weigh in moon system. Low speed weigh moon system can be also used separately indeed.

 Loop detectors, plate recognion systems, camera systems, laser scanners that make sizing, indicators, control 
cabinets and soware components exist in low speed weigh in moon system structure.

  Weight, plate number and dimensions of vehicles entered to control staon are measured and determined if 
they are over or below legal limits by means of control soware. According to this determinaon penalty acons 
are taken automacally against vehicles.

 Axle weighbridge is the unit of low speed weigh in 
moon system where the axle weights and gross weights 
of vehicles are determined. Weighing operaon is 
realized automacally while the vehicles are in moon at 
low speed limits.
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INDUSTRIAL SCALES

TARALSA

BLOCK MARBLE SCALE
10mm Top Plate
Indicator
1Kw UPS

Capacity: 30 ton - 40 ton
Sizes: 300cm x 200, 240cm 

IRONSMITH SCALE
4mm - 8mm Top Plate

Indicator
Capacity: 1,5 ton - 10 ton

Sizes: 150cm X 300, 400, 600cm

CATTLE LIVESTOCK SCALE
2,5mm Checker Plate
Capacity: 1,5 ton
Sizes: 100cm x 200cm

INDUSTRIAL SCALE

30x30mm Profil Chassis
Indicator
Capacity: 150kg , 300kg
Sizes: 50x60cm , 70x70cm 

PLATFORM SCALES
4mm Sheet
Capacity: 1 ton

Size: 100cm x 100cm
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INDICATORS B2TX WEIGHING TERMINAL

TARALSA

 Main features of B2TX scale terminal; compact soluon in 
scale indicator and applicaon soware, simple usage, easy- 
to-learn, the beauful visual interface, reliable operang 
system (not to effected by virus and operaon errors), custom-
ise soware depending on your soware. And ability to shut 
down properly in case ıf power failure thanks to lithium poly-
mer baery.

 RS-232 and RS-485, input-output, cable and wireless net, 
contactless smart card reader, IP camera opons. Ability to 
report scales which are carried out by device simultaneously 
via internet opon (www.kantar.biz), to recieve reports from 
your browser with integrated web server, and save your reports 
as Excel files and integraon with ANPR cameras are among the 
plate reading device features.

 B2TX is a device that you can perform your weighing applicaons. There is a approved weight indicator (B2) 
and an operang system that is running your aplicaton (Android) is located in terminal. To use the device it is 
enough to connect monitor, keyboard, mouse and printer simply.

Operang System
Android®
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Stock Mode

 Grain, liquid food, oil, coal etc purchasing and seling of any products storing according to commercial usage 
stock mode which is appointed by user of B2TX gives you a detailed report is offered as a oponal. You can moni-
tor easily amount of purchasing and selling according to your demand in stock you installed and reach to detailed 
report.

Remote Access Mode

  Aer the process of our technical team’s installaon near scale cabin (connecon of B2TX to internet with cable 
or wifi) you can reach all informaon related your weighing with special appointed a user name and password for 
you when you have computer, mobile phone or tablet in all around world. It contains detailed specificaons of 
weighing which is not available in other windows scale terminal. That service is offered exclusively for your busi-
ness.

User Authencaon Mode

  Users authority is appointed and areas of intervenon are idenfied according to company official’s knowledge 
in companys which use B2TX. According to the authorized users by logging with their user name and password 
for operator, administrator can not use any funcon except the areas seed. When we give example, the operator 
must have the authorizaon to unregister a scale. It is not possbile to deregistaon weighing report even if he is 
authorised. Administrator can observe operator’s all acon with computer, mobile phone or tablet thanks to 
remote access mode. Operator performance in the company reaches a maximum with user authencaon mode.

Backup and Reset Mode

  B2TX Terminal has ability to back up thnaks to windows on the network, any USB sck or external HDD automat-
ically on your demand. The risk of data loss is reduced in case of any fault or problem. Whenever you want or reg-
ular you can backup in backside usb ports with USB 2.0 flash memory by entering opons menu (Backup and 
Reset Mode). Your data is always safe on our servers with B2TX’s remote access mode.

Automac Number Plate Idenfying Mode

 Automac number plate idenfying mode detects vehicles through single or dual plate reading camera vehicle 
on weighbridge detected license vehicles plates; date/me, photo and ID plate data are stored in the database of 
B2TX. The latest idenfied plate number by the system queried the database B2TX determines the vehicle weigh-
ing input mode for 1 or 2. Weighing as manuel automac number plate idenfying is integrated in system within 
one weighinh mode.

  Photographs of registraon vehicles weighted are stored in memory of B2TX. Document prinng can be accom-
plished via accesing photo weighing informaon except dot matrix printer thanks to web interface. Documents as 
a PDF format or different office applicaons can be stored in the local computer. With high sensibility and accura-
cy plate idenfying B2TX are offered to our users at the rate of 100 reliability.
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INDICATORS B2 WEIGHING INDICATOR

TARALSA

 B2K scale indicator is standard indicator for using such as 
counng spare etc. liters, displaying user-defined unit values, 
print labels with an external printer and weigthing livestock 
with ABS plasc body, bright red LED 6 digits 25mm display as 
standard RS-232 serial communicaon interface are available 
in weighing indicator B2K. Usage areas; B2K scale indicator is a 
ability to give a label to us with oponal internal printer(Epson 
M-180)M-180) which used in industrial scales in different sizes, mono-
rail scales, plaorm scales and marble scales.

 B2T scale terminal which is used in pracces of standard lorry and truck weighing has 6 digits of bright red LED 
display, standard external display and serial interface there is a lightning protecon in input of system. With stain-
less steel structure our terminal has a ability to work in all industrial condions. Thanks to integrated soware 
structure terminal has a ability to absorb all viruses or user errors depending on usage.

 As oponally RS-232 (standard) and RS-485 data communicaon can be integrated into exterior units thanks to 
communicaon parts. As a standard, there is alose an external display output in B2 series weighing indicators.

 B2 series scale indicator is a desktop type equip-
ment basically. Indicator 6 digit display, standard 
USB and serial communicaon interface are used in 
the process of standard truck scale. In the input of 
loadcells there is a lightning protecon. With scale 
indicator which belongs to IP54 protecon class and 
stainles steel structure our scale indicator has ability 
of of working in all condions.

B2K WEIGHING INDICATOR

B2T WEIGHING TERMINAL

 Without any help of computer B2T scale terminal is 
compact devices designed for the purpose of labelling 
vehicle place scale, milk collecon etc. Thanks to cus-
tom-made operang system B2T scale terminal is reli-
able soluon with not effected by virus such as windows 
and various connecvity opons, mul-language sup-
port, large scale memory, summary and detailed report-
ing
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BX3 FILLING INDICATOR

TARALSA is a trademark of

 BX3 is a high-tech filling controller which aims to weighing and 
filling of powder and granular materials. With electronic design 
containing mictoprocessor it is a professional device which used 
sensively at al filling process, ability to work in heavy condion 
and low cost.

 Thanks to 8.000.000 internal counng feature, 200 mes measurement per second, specially moving and ord-
ianary indicators known in vibrang aplicaons BX3 enables our customers to accurate and reliable filling possibil-
ity much more than stascal and standard digital filter. BX3 filling indicator has ability of fast and slow filling and 
pouring at 2 stage.

 Adjusng flow are according to the cu ng value of goods and defect that provides maximum accuracy in that 
way changes occurred over me in the physical properes of the material and flow rate does not effect filling ac-
curacy.

 Digital truck scale in terms of usage performance is more 
durable than analog scale and probability of detect is very 
low. Corner load errors are eliminated by correct assembly ıf 
mechanical parts. According to system working principles all 
loadcells connected to each other are controlled at any me 
and defects are checked.

ınputs, outputs, operang parameters, filling quanty 
and the total amount of gods filled which stored in stas-
cs memory can be customised according to applica-
ons. With 123mm x 23mm graphic LCD display S288 
has a wide range of pracce in industrial automaon. 
Board metal body type can be instaled easily with ready 
assembly accessories configuraon, stascs with 
memory which stores filling quanty and total amount 
of goods filled S288 can send all report of every filling to 
printer or computer by date and me.

 Microprocessor contained in the loadcell enables to measure and temperature affecng on the loadcell and 
nonlinearity, hysteresis, voltage chance and sensor errors according to environment condions accurately.

 The digital truck scale was designed for unique performance and using in difficult condions.

MATRIX DIGITAL INDICATOR

S288 FILLING INDICATOR
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CORPORATE DISTRIBUTORSHIP

TARALSA
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ABOUT US

TARALSA is a trademark of

 TARALSA, one of the pioneers of the weighing industry has pursued the principle of quality products since it’s 
establishment and our company has developed exisng quality requirements according to ISO 9001 and TS EN 
45501 standards. The requirements of TS EN 45501 standard has been applied in all departments of our company 
by our company which has become the first company in Turkey by TS internaonal quality standards of producon 
in our industry with EN45501 cerficate sensivity. Our company being regulary inspected every year by the Turk-
ish Standards Instute is indicave of Turkey’s leading company in the industry in terms of quality.

 When type of all our products is examinated by Turkish Standards Instute aproved by European Commission, 
EC Type Approval Cerficate is available in all of our products in producon of non-automac weighing instru-
ments. Our company which unauthorized by Turkish Standards to supply of the market. Aer installaon of the 
products carries out supplying of the market with the document of Producon Quality Assurance.

 Our company formed not only organizaons of producon but also give all the necessary services aer produc-
on. The adequacy of the quality of our aer-sales service has been proven with TSE Service Proficiency Cerfi-
cate. Our company which connues it’s working at full speed aims to prevent loss of our customers business and 
encourages Turkish Industrialis to gain reliable place in globalized world with latest technological and appropriate 
experienced engineers.

  As TARALSA we have systemacaly followed new technologies for reliable and accurate measurements of high 
precision by taking basic structure consistently and we do periodic updates. We service our products equipped 
with standard components which have not spare parts problems and simple menu and fast processing perfor-
mance combined with our use soware that creates a comfortable structure. We guarantee the right choice to 
our products at each stage of producon by certain pre-installaon tesng and inspecon.

 All materials used in the producon which requires compliance with CE, OIML, TSE standards. Taralsa since it’s 
established compromise on quality.
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CORPORATE CERTIFICATES

TARALSA
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